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Formation and colonization of alfalfa root nodules by Rhizobium meliloti result from a series of complex interactions and
communications between the bacteria and its host plant, which
begin with the exchange of plant and bacterial compounds (12,
26, 32, 33, 49). In response to particular alfalfa flavonoids, R.
meliloti produces Nod factor, which induces the curling of
emerging root hairs on alfalfa roots and initiates the program
of nodule development (12, 14, 32, 33). A very small fraction of
the root hairs that undergo 360° curling (Shepherd’s crooks)
are colonized by R. meliloti and form infection threads that are
filled with bacterial cells (16, 26, 54). The infection threads
elongate inside the root hairs, enter the root cortex, and release bacterial cells into newly formed plant cells in the nodule
primordia (26, 36, 48). The bacterial cells then differentiate
into bacteroids and fix nitrogen inside those plant cells (26, 49).
Some of the earlier events, especially the exchange of plant
flavonoids and Nod factors, have been studied extensively, but
the exact mechanism by which the rhizobia invade the roots
and nodules through infection threads is not yet well understood.
The presence of bacterial exopolysaccharides has been
shown to be essential for the successful invasion of nodules by
rhizobia in several Rhizobium-legume symbioses (23, 26, 27, 43,
50). Succinoglycan is one of best-understood symbiotically important exopolysaccharides and is required for the invasion of
alfalfa root nodules by R. meliloti Rm1021 (15, 29).
The structure of succinoglycan (39), its biosynthetic pathway
(40), and the identity of the genes encoding the enzymes in-

volved in its biosynthesis (4, 5, 7, 20, 21) have all been determined. Succinoglycan is a polymer composed of repeating octasaccharide subunits consisting of seven glucose molecules
and one galactose molecule with three modifications: succinyl,
acetyl, and pyruvyl (1, 25, 39). Succinoglycan can be detected in
R. meliloti culture supernatants in two size classes, high and low
molecular weight (2, 28, 46). A low-molecular-weight oligosaccharide, originally thought to be a tetramer of the succinoglycan subunits, was reported to partially restore nodule invasion
by exo mutants when added with the exo mutants to the roots
of alfalfa plants (2), suggesting that it may function as a bacterially derived signal necessary for the successful invasion of
the developing nodules.
Succinoglycan is synthesized by a set of 22 exo gene products,
with 19 of the exo genes clustered in a 24-kb region on the
larger of the two R. meliloti megaplasmids (3, 4, 7, 20, 21, 40).
The exoY gene product, galactosyl-1-P transferase (40), is required for the first step of succinoglycan biosynthesis, so that
an exoY mutant produces no succinoglycan (20, 40). The exoH
gene is required for the addition of the succinyl modification of
succinoglycan (28, 40). An exoH mutant produces high-molecular-weight succinoglycan lacking the succinyl modification
and does not produce a detectable amount of low-molecularweight succinoglycan (28). It does not induce nitrogen-fixing
nodules on alfalfa roots and was thought be blocked at the
nodule cortex during nodule invasion (28). The exoZ gene
product is required for the addition of the acetyl modification
of succinoglycan but is not essential for the production of
succinoglycan (7, 40, 41). Although an exoZ mutant exhibits a
slight delay in the appearance of fluorescence on Calcofluor
medium and produces slightly less succinoglycan than the wild
type, it is still capable of inducing nitrogen-fixing nodules (7,
41).
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Rhizobium meliloti Rm1021 must be able to synthesize succinoglycan in order to invade successfully the
nodules which it elicits on alfalfa and to establish an effective nitrogen-fixing symbiosis. Using R. meliloti cells
that express green fluorescent protein (GFP), we have examined the nature of the symbiotic deficiency of exo
mutants that are defective or altered in succinoglycan production. Our observations indicate that an exoY
mutant, which does not produce succinoglycan, is symbiotically defective because it cannot initiate the
formation of infection threads. An exoZ mutant, which produces succinoglycan without the acetyl modification,
forms nitrogen-fixing nodules on plants, but it exhibits a reduced efficiency in the initiation and elongation of
infection threads. An exoH mutant, which produces symbiotically nonfunctional high-molecular-weight succinoglycan that lacks the succinyl modification, cannot form extended infection threads. Infection threads
initiate at a reduced rate and then abort before they reach the base of the root hairs. Overproduction of
succinoglycan by the exoS96::Tn5 mutant does not reduce the efficiency of infection thread initiation and
elongation, but it does significantly reduce the ability of this mutant to colonize the curled root hairs, which
is the first step of the invasion process. The exoR95::Tn5 mutant, which overproduces succinoglycan to an even
greater extent than the exoS96::Tn5 mutant, has completely lost its ability to colonize the curled root hairs.
These new observations lead us to propose that succinoglycan is required for both the initiation and elongation
of infection threads during nodule invasion and that excess production of succinoglycan interferes with the
ability of the rhizobia to colonize curled root hairs.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and growth media. This study utilized R. meliloti Rm1021
(29) and the following mutants altered in succinoglycan production: Rm7095
(exoR95) (13), Rm7096 (exoS96) (13), Rm7210 (exoY210) (29), Rm7225
(exoH225) (28), and Rm8341 (exoZ341) (41). Luria-Bertani (LB) medium was
used for the growth of Escherichia coli, and LB supplemented with 2.5 mM
MgSO4 and 2.5 mM CaCl2 (LB/MC) was used for R. meliloti (20). Agarose was
used at 1.5% for solid media. The following antibiotics were also used at the
indicated concentrations: tetracycline, 10 mg/ml; kanamycin, 25 mg/ml; neomycin,
200 mg/ml; and streptomycin, 500 mg/ml.
Cloning and plasmid construction. A vector, pHC41, that is stable in planta
was constructed by modifying an IncP plasmid, pSW213 (8), with an addition of
the stabilization fragment of plasmid RK2 (53). Plasmid pSW213 contains three
SmaI sites, one inside the lacZ gene, another in the tetracycline resistance gene,
and the other in an intergenic region. pSW213 was linearized by a partial SmaI
digestion, and the band corresponding to the size of the linearized plasmid was
recovered from an agarose gel by using a kit from Qiagen (Chatsworth, Calif.).
The RK2 stabilization fragment was also gel purified from KpnI- and BamHIdigested plasmid pTR101 (53). The cohesive ends of the stabilization fragment
were filled in with Klenow fragment from New England Biolabs (Beverly, Mass.)
and then ligated to linearized pSW213, using a ligation kit from PanVera (Madison, Wis.). Blue tetracycline-resistant colonies were picked from plates containing 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-b-D-galactopyranoside and tetracycline. A plas-

mid containing an insertion of the stabilization fragment in the intergenic region
was chosen and was named pHC41. A plasmid that expresses GFP (GFP-S65T)
from an inducible lac promoter was constructed by cloning the BglII-EcoRV
fragment containing the gfp gene from plasmid pJK19-1 (a gift from P. Silver)
into the XhoI site of pHC41 after both the vector and insert were blunt ended.
A spontaneous mutant of the plasmid that constitutively expresses the gfp gene
was picked and named pHC60.
Nodulation assays. Nodulation of alfalfa (Medicago sativa cv. Iroquois) by R.
meliloti was analyzed on microscope slides as described by Gage et al. (16) but
with the following modifications. The alfalfa seeds were surface sterilized as
described previously (29) and germinated on 0.7% agar in water in the dark for
46 h. Two seedlings 1 to 2 cm long were placed on top of microscope slides which
had been covered with 2 ml of Jensen’s agar (29). The seedlings were covered by
a piece of dialysis membrane (12,000 to 14,000 molecular weight cutoff) after
being inoculated with 0.1 ml of a 1:100 dilution in sterile water of R. meliloti cells
grown to saturation in LB/MC medium and washed once in sterilized water. The
microscope slides with the seedlings were placed in 50-ml culture tubes containing 5 ml of liquid Jensen’s medium and covered loosely with Saran Wrap.
To study the invasion process by the wild-type strain and five exo mutants as a
function of time, sets of 24 plants were inoculated with the different strains and
examined by fluorescence microscopy daily for 12 days. To determine quantitatively the efficiency of invasion by various exo mutants at each step of infection
thread development, sets of 24 plants were inoculated with different strains,
examined on day 10, and reexamined on day 14 to ensure the accuracy of the
results.
Fluorescence microscopy. Alfalfa seedlings inoculated with R. meliloti were
examined by using Zeiss fluorescence microscope model Axioskop or Axioplan2
coupled with Optronics Engineering digital camera model DEL-750 (Jena, Germany). Images of GFP-labeled bacterial cells were obtained by using a filter set
consisting of a 460- to 500-nm bandpass exciter, a 505-nm longpass dichroic filter,
and a 510-nm longpass emitter (model 41012; Chroma, Brattleboro, Vt.). Images
of root hairs were obtained by using a filter set (Rhodamine) consisting of a 510to 560-nm bandpass exciter, a 565-nm longpass dichroic filter, and a 582- to
647-nm bandpass exciter (model 41002; Chroma). The images were recorded on
Kodak Ekachrome Elite 400 film and converted into computer files by using
Nikon 35 mm Film Scanner LS-20E (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) or recorded directly
by using a digital camera which became available during latter half of our study.
The images of bacterial cells and root hairs were merged using Adobe Photoshop
4.0 software to generate composite images for publication.

RESULTS
Stable and constitutive expression of GFP in planta. To
determine the point at which succinoglycan-deficient (exo) mutants are blocked during nodule invasion, we wanted to take
advantage of GFP labeling of R. meliloti cells, which allows
direct examination of the nodulation process by fluorescence
microscopy. This approach has been used by Gage et al. (16) to
study nodulation by wild-type R. meliloti. However, the GFP
expression vector used in their study is unstable in the absence
of selective pressure so that about 40% of cells recovered from
nodules had lost the plasmid. This was apparently responsible
for their observation of dark gaps in the middle of infection
threads (16). The instability of this GFP-expressing plasmid
would complicate the interpretation of experimental results if
it was used to determine where exo mutants are blocked during
nodule invasion.
To ensure that every bacterial cell remained labeled with
GFP throughout nodulation without selective pressure, we
constructed a GFP-expressing vector that is stable and replicates in R. meliloti cells in planta. This was accomplished by
cloning the stabilization region from the broad-host-range
plasmid RK2 into pSW213 (8). The resulting stable vector,
pHC41, was used to achieve constitutive expression of the
S65T derivative of the GFP (34) (the same allele as that used
by Gage et al. [16]). R. meliloti cells carrying the plasmid
fluoresce brightly under a fluorescence microscope and nodulate alfalfa as efficiently as the wild-type strain that does not
carry the plasmid. When the pink nodules induced by the
GFP-expressing wild-type R. meliloti were crushed, 100% of
the bacterial cells recovered from the nodules still expressed
GFP, indicating the very high stability of the plasmid without
selection even when bacterial cells are inside the plant.
When alfalfa is inoculated with wild-type R. meliloti contain-
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The level of succinoglycan production by R. meliloti is regulated in part by the exoS, chvI, and exoR genes (9, 13, 37).
ExoS and ChvI constitute a two-component regulatory system
involved in controlling exo gene expression (9). ExoS is the
membrane-bound sensor, and ChvI is the response regulator
(9). ExoR acts negatively to control exo gene expression, but its
mechanism of action has not yet been determined (37). The
level of succinoglycan production by exoS96 and exoR95 mutants is 8 and 12 times higher than that of their Rm1021 parent,
respectively (13, 37). The structures of the succinoglycan produced by exoS96 and exoR95 mutants are the same as those of
their Rm1021 parent (13, 37). Interestingly, the exoS96 mutant
induces nitrogen-fixing nodules, but the exoR95 mutant does
not (13).
The role succinoglycan plays in bacterial invasion during
nodulation has been the focus of several studies (2, 15, 28, 29,
55). Nodules induced by succinoglycan-deficient mutants were
shown to be ineffective in fixing nitrogen and to be devoid of
bacteria and bacteroids (15, 28, 29, 38). In the most recent and
comprehensive study of the role of succinoglycan in nodule
invasion, Yang et al. (55) examined nodulation using Farhaeus
slide assemblies and analyzed sections of nodules induced by a
wild-type strain and exoB, exoA, and exoF mutants by using
light microscopy. After inoculation with wild-type R. meliloti,
infection threads were observed in root hairs but only rarely.
Infection thread structures were found in sections of nodules
induced by the wild-type strain. Similar structures were also
observed in sections of the nodules induced by exo mutants,
although the formation of infection threads could not be confirmed by direct examination of root hairs on plants growing
inside the Farhaeus slide assembly. These observations led to
the conclusions that infection threads are initiated in curled
root hairs by exo mutants as well as by wild-type R. meliloti but
the exo mutant-induced infection threads abort within the peripheral cells of the developing nodule (55).
Our effort to determine the nature of the defect in nodule
invasion of exo mutants was prompted by recent progress concerning possible roles of succinoglycan and other surface polysaccharides in nodule invasion (2, 22, 46) and by the recent
technical advance of using Rhizobium cells labeled with green
fluorescent protein (GFP) to analyze the process of nodulation
(16). In this paper, we describe our use of GFP-labeled R.
meliloti cells to determine the precise point at which various
exo mutants are blocked in nodule invasion and thus to gain
insights into the role of succinoglycan in nodule invasion by R.
meliloti.
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mutant, the number of colonized root hairs started to increase
from day 4 and continued to increase to day 10. The total
number of colonized curled root hairs per plant, however, was
somewhat less for the exoY mutant than for the wild-type
strain, Rm1021. These observations indicate that succinoglycan is not required for R. meliloti to colonize curled root hairs,
though its presence may slightly accelerate the process. However, when the efficiencies of formation of infection threads
were compared, a striking difference was seen. Almost all of
the curled root hairs that were colonized by Rm1021 formed
infection threads that extended to the base of root hairs, indicating that this process was virtually 100% efficient for
Rm1021. In contrast, less than 10% of the curled root hairs
colonized by the exoY mutant initiated infection thread formation, and all of these infection threads aborted before they
reached the middle of the root hairs. In addition, the curled
root hairs associated with aborted infection threads were typically concentrated on only a few of the plants, suggesting that
the alfalfa seedlings used in this study may vary with respect to
this property. Thus, while virtually 100% of the curled root
hairs colonized by the wild-type strain, Rm1021, formed extended infection threads, none could be found on plants inoculated with the exoY mutant. This clearly indicates that succinoglycan is required for the formation of extended infection
threads inside the root hairs during nodule invasion. The low
frequency with which the curled root hairs colonized by the
exoY mutant initiated infection threads is consistent with the
failure of Yang et al. (55) to detect infection threads in root
hairs by phase-contrast microscopy when alfalfa was inoculated
with succinoglycan-deficient mutants.
When we examined the nodules induced by the exoY mutant
by using fluorescence microscopy, we found that they were
always dark, so that the outline of the nodule is not visible after
reproduction of the picture (Fig. 1H). We were unable to
identify colonized curled root hairs on the surface of any of the
many dark nodules we examined in this study. This suggests
that colonization of curled root hairs might not be directly
linked to the development of the root nodules elicited by the
exoY mutant. We did, however, find that parts of the surface of
some of the nodules were clearly colonized by a single layer of
bacterial cells. These patches resembled those we had observed
on portions of the root surface that were not associated with
nodules. In addition, the dark nodules induced by the exoY
mutant were dotted with bright colonies (Fig. 1H). Because of
the shape of the nodule, most of these bright colonies were out
of the focal plane so that they appear in the photograph (Fig.
1H) as bright spots that are larger than the actual sizes of the
colonies. Using the single layer of bacterial cells on the surface
as a point of reference, we determined that these bright colonies are not on the surface of the nodules. The colonies were
densely packed with bacterial cells, and they remained visible
after the patches consisting of a single layer of bacterial cells
were removed from the nodule surface by using 2.15% sodium
hypochlorite. Thus, we conclude that these colonies are not
located directly on the surface of the nodule but rather close to
it within the nodule epidermis. These colonies of bacterial cells
remained in the same place and the nodules remained dark for
the duration of the experiment.
Lack of acetyl modification reduces efficiency of infection
thread formation. The exoZ341::Tn5 mutant produces succinoglycan that lacks the acetyl modification (41), and its rate of
succinoglycan synthesis is slightly reduced relative to that of its
exoZ1 parent (56). When tested for symbiotic proficiency, the
exoZ mutant was found to induce nitrogen-fixing nodules on
alfalfa, indicating that the acetyl modification is not critical for
the symbiotic function of succinoglycan (7, 41). However in
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ing a stable GFP-expressing plasmid, the early events of the
nodulation process can be visualized by fluorescence microscopy as reported by Gage et al. (16). The GFP-labeled wildtype R. meliloti Rm1021 cells colonize the root surface by
forming patches consisting of a single layer of bacterial cells
(data not shown), induce root hair curling (data not shown),
colonize the curled root hairs (Shepherd’s crooks) (Fig. 1A),
and initiate the formation of infection threads inside the root
hairs (Fig. 1A). The infection threads elongate towards the
base of root hairs and form extended infection threads (Fig.
1A) as illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. No dark gaps were
observed in the middle of infection threads. The nodules induced by the GFP-labeled Rm1021 cells fluoresce brightly
under a fluorescence microscope, showing the outline of individual plant cells (Fig. 1G). Cross sections of such bright nodules show that plant cells inside the nodules are filled with
GFP-labeled bacterial cells (data not shown). These observations confirmed the stability of the GFP-expressing plasmid
pHC60 in the absence of selective pressure and thus made it
possible for us to examine the nature of the deficiencies of
various exo mutants in nodule invasion.
The succinoglycan-deficient exoY mutant does not elicit formation of extended infection threads after it colonizes curled
root hairs. To determine the point at which exo mutants are
blocked during nodule invasion, we used the previously characterized succinoglycan-deficient exoY210 mutant, which is unable to carry out the first step of succinoglycan synthesis. The
exoY mutant induced root hair curling and colonized the root
surface as efficiently as the wild type (data not shown), confirming that succinoglycan biosynthesis is not required for
these events. Like the wild-type strain, the exoY mutant colonized curled root hairs, but the colonies formed by the exoY
mutant are typically larger than those formed by the wild-type
strain (Fig. 1B and F). The most significant difference between
the wild type and the exoY mutant is that we found no curled
root hairs colonized by the exoY mutant that contained infection threads extending to the base of root hairs. Occasionally,
however, we did find a few curled root hairs colonized by the
exoY mutant that contained very short infection threads (Fig.
3) which had apparently aborted shortly after the initiation of
infection thread formation. To rule out the possibility that
infection threads can be formed without the bacterial cells
inside, we also examined the curled root hairs colonized by
both the wild-type strain and the exoY mutant by using phasecontrast microscopy, which has also been used to visualize the
infection threads (11). The infection threads were clearly visible inside the curled root hairs colonized by the wild-type
strain (data not shown). In contrast, curled root hairs colonized
by the exoY mutant, for which no infection threads were visible
on the basis of GFP fluorescence, did not have infection
threads when examined by phase-contrast microscopy (Fig.
1F).
To confirm the observation that nodulation by the succinoglycan-deficient exoY210 mutant is blocked at the initiation of
infection thread formation, we quantitatively measured the
efficiency of colonization of curled root hairs and infection
thread formation by comparing a group of 24 plants inoculated
with the exoY mutant with a group of 24 plants inoculated with
the wild-type parent, Rm1021. The numbers of colonized
curled root hairs, colonized root hairs with initiated infection
threads, and colonized root hairs with extended infection
threads were determined by fluorescence microscopy over a
period of 12 days. The results of one of such experiment are
presented in Fig. 3. In the case of the wild-type strain, colonized root hairs started to appear on day 4 and continued to
increase in number until about day 10. In the case of the exoY
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FIG. 1. Fluorescence microscopy analyses of nodule invasion by GFP-expressing cells of the wild-type R. meliloti strain Rm1021 and its succinoglycan (exo) mutants.
(A) Composite image of a colonized curled root hair (red) with an extended infection thread filled with the wild-type bacterial cells (green). The infection thread started
from the Shepherd’s crook of the curled root hair and has reached the base of the root hair. (B, C, and F) Images of a curled root hair that has been colonized by the
exoY210 mutant showing a composite image of a curled root hair with a fluorescent bacterial colony (green) in the Shepherd’s crook (B), the Shepherd’s crook of the
curled root hair (C), and the composite phase-contrast and fluorescence image, which demonstrated that there is no infection thread inside the root hair (F). (D)
Composite image of a root hair colonized by the exoZ341 mutant, which had developed an aborted infection thread. The infection thread started from a very small
colony inside the curled root hair and aborted in the middle of the root hair with a swollen end. (E) Composite image of a curled root hair colonized by the exoZ341
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and appeared similar to the aborted infection threads formed
by the exoZ mutant (Fig. 1D). These observations suggest that
the nonsuccinylated succinoglycan produced by the exoH mutant is sufficient to permit reasonably efficient initiation of
infection thread formation by colonized curled root hairs but
does not support the continuous growth of the infection
threads that is essential for a productive symbiosis to be
achieved.
We have also examined nodules induced by the exoH mutant
on alfalfa roots. As in the case of the exoY mutant, all of the
nodules were dark under the fluorescence microscope, indicating that there were no bacterial cells inside the nodules. We
found no colonized curled root hairs on the surface of any of
the many dark nodules we examined in this study. This again
suggests that colonization of curled root hairs might not be
directly linked to the development of root nodules. We did,
however, find parts of the surface of some of these dark nodules that were clearly colonized by a single layer of bacterial
cells. These patches resembled those we had observed on portions of the root surface that were not associated with nodules.
In addition, the dark nodules induced by the exoH mutant were
dotted with bright colonies and, as in the case of the exoY
mutant, some of these clusters appeared to be inside the nodule epidermis. These clusters of bacterial cells remained in the
same place and the nodules remained dark for the duration of
the experiment.
High levels of succinoglycan production reduce efficiency of
colonization of curled root hairs. We also studied the nodulation of alfalfa by exoS96 and exoR95 mutants, both of which
produce higher levels of succinoglycan than their parent strain,
Rm1021. As described above, although both mutants overproduce succinoglycan, they differ in the amount of succinoglycan
overproduced, in their ability to respond to ammonia, and in
their ability to induce nitrogen-fixing nodules. We were particularly interested in learning why the exoR mutant cannot induce nitrogen-fixing nodules whereas the exoS mutant can.
We found that the exoS96 mutant induces root hair curling
and colonizes the alfalfa root surface by forming patches consisting of a single layer of bacterial cells as efficiently as its
Rm1021 parent (data not shown). When plants were inoculated with the exoS mutant, extended infection threads were
observed that reached to the base of the root hairs, as occurred
with the wild-type strain. As in the case of alfalfa inoculated
with the wild-type strain, colonized curled root hairs were
always associated with infection threads. However, quantitative analyses revealed that the number of colonized curled root
hairs with associated infection threads per plant was only about
10% of that of the wild-type strain (Fig. 4). Thus, our analyses
indicate that the exoS96 mutant, which overproduces succinoglycan and has a Fix1 phenotype, is actually 10-fold-less efficient than wild-type R. meliloti in colonizing curled root hairs.
However, since the colonized curled root hairs develop extended infection threads with the same high efficiency as that
observed with the wild-type strain, the exoS96 mutant is still
able to participate in the formation of one or more nitrogenfixing nodules on each plant and thus appears Fix1 in standard
nodulation assays.
The exoR95 mutant was also found to induce root hair curling and to colonize the root surface by forming patches con-

mutant showing a large fluorescent bacterial colony in the middle of a curled root hair. No infection thread can be seen. (G) Fluorescence image of a nodule from a
plant inoculated with GFP-expressing wild-type strain Rm1021 showing the outline of the nodule and individual nodule epidermal cells. (H) Fluorescence image of a
nodule from a plant inoculated with GFP-expressing cells of the exoY mutant showing patches of bacterial cells on the surface of the nodule and bright bacterial colonies
within the nodule epidermis. Images of root hairs (A to E) were photographed with a magnification of 3400. Images of root nodules (G and H) were photographed
with a magnification of 3100.
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typical nodulation assays, the plant is exposed to the bacteria
for 4 to 6 weeks, thus making it very difficult to assess any
reductions in the efficiency of nodulation by the bacteria. In
contrast, the use of GFP-labeled bacterial cells allows us to
quantify the efficiency of each step during the early stage of
nodule invasion.
The exoZ341 mutant induces root hair curling and colonizes
the alfalfa root surface by forming patches consisting of a
single layer of bacterial cells as efficiently as its Rm1021 parent
(data not shown). When infection thread formation was examined, we observed a mixture of (i) colonized curled root hairs
with extended infection threads (data not shown), (ii) colonized curled root hairs with aborted infection threads (Fig.
1D), and (iii) colonized curled root hairs lacking infection
threads (Fig. 1E). When infection threads aborted in the middle of the root hairs, they often ended with an enlarged sphere
tightly packed with bacterial cells (Fig. 1D). The colonized
curled root hairs that had not developed infection threads by
day 10 never did so, and the infection threads that had aborted
by day 10 never extended any further. The appearance of a
significant fraction of curled root hairs that either lacked infection threads or had aborted infection threads (Fig. 4) indicates that the absence of the acetyl modification on succinoglycan substantially reduces the efficiency of both initiation and
elongation of infection threads. Despite this reduced efficiency
of nodule invasion, the exoZ mutant was involved in a sufficient
number of productive infections to appear Fix1 in our standard nodulation assays.
The exoH mutant produces symbiotically dysfunctional succinoglycan and forms aborted infection threads. The succinoglycan produced by the exoH225 mutant lacks the succinyl
modification and is found only in the high-molecular-weight
fraction (28). On the basis of microscopic examination of sectioned nodules, the exoH mutant had been previously described as forming infection threads that are blocked when
they reach the nodule cortex (28). This led to the suggestion
that succinoglycan is required for infection threads to enter the
root cortex (28, 30). Using the more sensitive approach of
labeling rhizobia with GFP, we examined the phenotype of the
same exoH mutant that had been used in the earlier study (28).
We found that there was very little difference between the
exoH mutant and the wild-type strain in terms of their abilities
to induce root hair curling or to colonize the root surface by
forming patches consisting of a single layers of bacterial cells
(data not shown). The efficiency of colonizing curled root hairs
was slightly lower for the exoH mutant when compared to its
wild-type parent (Fig. 4). The main difference we observed
between the exoH mutant and its wild-type parent was that the
exoH mutant did not form the extended infection threads necessary for a productive infection (Fig. 4). However, the exoH
mutant appears to differ from both the wild-type strain and the
exoY mutant with respect to its ability to promote the initiation
and elongation of infection threads. Among the curled root
hairs that were colonized by the exoH mutant, 70% of them
initiated the formation of infection threads (Fig. 4), a much
higher frequency than that for the exoY mutant. All of the
infection threads, however, aborted before reaching the middle
of the root hairs. The aborted infection threads often ended
with an enlarged sphere filled with tightly packed bacterial cells
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of invading R. meliloti bacterial cells that
were blocked at different stages of infection thread formation, showing a curled
root hair (Shepherd’s crook), a colonized curled root hair, a colonized curled
root hair with an initiated infection thread, and a colonized curled root hair with
an infection thread extending to the base of the root hair.
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Rm1021 (42) or to the very small amounts of exopolysaccharide II that may be produced by the Rm1021 exoY strain (19).
This possibility could be explored by examining the properties
of mutants that are defective in the synthesis of these two other
surface polysaccharides as well as being deficient in succinoglycan production.
In addition, we have also noticed that, in cases when there is
no initiation of infection thread formation, the colonies formed
by the exo mutants inside the curled root hairs are relatively
larger and more densely packed with bacterial cells. For example, the exoZ mutant formed almost no visible colony inside
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sisting of a single layer of bacterial cells as efficiently as the
wild-type strain (data not shown). However, no colonized root
hairs were observed on alfalfa roots inoculated with the exoR
mutant and no infection threads were observed (Fig. 4). These
observations indicate that the Fix2 phenotype of the exoR
mutant is due to its inability to colonize curled root hairs rather
than to an inability to develop extended infection threads, as is
the case for the exoY mutant. It seems possible that the very
high level of succinoglycan production by exoR mutants is sufficient to interfere with the close contact between the exoR
cells and the curled root hairs that is necessary for colonization.
DISCUSSION
Using GFP-labeled R. meliloti cells, we have clearly demonstrated that succinoglycan is required for the formation of
extended infection threads inside the root hairs during invasion
of nodules on alfalfa roots by the bacteria. Furthermore, our
analyses suggest that development of an extended infection
thread may be regarded as consisting of two separate stages,
the initiation of an infection thread and then its subsequent
extension through the root hair (Fig. 2). The presence of bacterial polysaccharides such as succinoglycan has been shown to
be required for nodule invasion by bacteria in several different
rhizobium-legume symbiotic relationships (15, 27, 29). Our
findings have clarified the steps of nodule invasion that require
the presence of succinoglycan and thus provide a strong base
for further detailed analyses of how succinoglycan mediates
the interaction between the bacteria and the plant to achieve a
successful symbiosis.
Our analyses of infection thread formation by the wild-type
strain and the exoY mutant indicate that succinoglycan is required for the formation of extended infection threads inside
the root hairs during nodulation. While infection threads that
extend to the base of the root hairs can be found on all plants
inoculated with the wild-type strain, no such extended infection threads can be found on plants inoculated with the exoY
mutant. When the frequency of initiation of infection thread
formation was examined among the curled root hairs that were
colonized by the exoY mutant, about 90% did not initiate the
formation of infection threads. This suggests that the presence
of succinoglycan is an important factor in the initiation of
infection thread formation. In the remaining 10% of the cases,
infection threads were initiated, but aborted soon after initiation, resulting in the formation of very short infection threads.
These aborted infection threads appeared clustered on specific
plants, suggesting that there may be some plant-to-plant variation with respect to the response to succinoglycan requirement among the outbred alfalfa seedlings used in this study. It
is also possible that these rare infection thread initiation events
are the results of plant responses to the symbiotically inactive
K polysaccharide produced by the exoY derivative of strain

FIG. 3. Kinetics of infection thread (IT) formation on alfalfa plants inoculated with the wild type or the exoY mutant. Sets of 24 plants were inoculated
with the wild-type strain or the exoY210 mutant. The average number of colonized curled root hairs (CRH) (A), initiated infection threads (B), and extended
infection threads (C) were recorded daily for 12 days. The colonized CRH
includes those with initiated and extended infection threads and initiated infection threads include extended infection threads.
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a curled root hair that had initiated an infection thread (Fig.
1D) but it formed a larger colony inside the curled root hair
that had not initiated infection thread formation (Fig. 1E).
One simple explanation would be that infection threads normally provide room for the growth of the bacteria and that, in
the absence of an infection thread, the bacteria continue to
grow inside the curled root hairs, resulting in the formation of
larger colonies.
Nodules induced by the wild-type strain expressing GFP are
always bright, and root hairs containing infection threads can
often be found on the surface. In contrast, nodules induced by
exo mutants are always dark and no root hairs containing
infection threads can be observed on the surface. The dark
nodules are often colonized by patches consisting of a single
layer of bacterial cells on their surface and contain additional
colonies of bacterial cells within the nodule epidermis. Our
method did not allow us to determine whether these colonies
were located within the nodule epidermal cells or between
epidermal cells. However, when nodules induced by exo mu-
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tants were examined by nodule sectioning, colonies of bacterial
cells were found both inside the nodule epidermal cells and
between the nodule epidermal cells (55). The fact that the
nodules induced by exoY and exoH mutants do not fix nitrogen
indicates that formation of colonies within the nodule epidermis does not lead to symbiotically proficient nodules.
Taken together, our findings indicate that succinoglycan is
required for the initiation and elongation of infection threads
so that the failure of R. meliloti to produce succinoglycan
blocks nodule invasion by blocking the formation of extended
infection threads inside the root hairs. Thus, the block appears
to be at a point earlier than that which occurs during plant
feedback regulation of nodule invasion, a process that ensures
that each plant develops only the number of nodules necessary
to satisfy its requirement for fixed nitrogen. During such feedback regulation, the developing infection threads can be arrested within the nodule epidermis by an ethylene-mediated
plant process after the infection threads have reached to the
base of root hairs and have entered the nodule epidermal cell
layers (6, 52). This feedback regulation is abolished in a plant
(Medicago truncatula) mutant that is insensitive to the presence
of ethylene (51).
Analyses of an exoH mutant, which produces nonsuccinylated succinoglycan, have offered additional insights into the
symbiotic importance of the succinyl modification on succinoglycan. Although an exoH mutant colonized root hairs with
about 40% of the efficiency of a wild-type strain and elicited
the initiation of infection thread formation at about 70% of the
efficiency of the wild-type strain, its symbiotic deficiency appears to result principally from its inability to induce the formation of extended infection threads that reach to the base of
root hairs. Our observations suggest that the succinyl modification on succinoglycan has only a modest effect on the efficiency with which infection threads are initiated from colonized curled root hairs but has a more dramatic effect on the
efficiency of the elongation of initiated infection threads. Our
results thus raise the possibility that succinoglycan has at least
two genetically separable roles in nodule invasion.
Our analyses of an exoZ mutant, which produces nonacetylated succinoglycan, revealed the surprising insight that the
acetyl modification is important for succinoglycan to exert its
symbiotically important effects with maximum efficiency. As in
the case of the exoH mutant, the most striking defect of the
exoZ mutant involved its ability to induce the formation of
extended infection threads. However, in contrast to what occurs with the exoH mutant, such extended infection threads
occasionally form, explaining why the exoZ mutant has been
classified as Fix1 in nodulation assays (41). Since both the
succinyl and acetyl modifications affect the molecular weight
distribution of the succinoglycan (28, 56), it is possible that
their effects on symbiosis are, at least in part, exerted indirectly
through an effect on the molecular weight distribution of succinoglycan.
We were surprised to find that nodule invasion by an exoR
mutant, which greatly overproduces succinoglycan, was blocked
at a very early stage since no colonized curled root hairs were
observed. The nature of this block appears to be very specific
since no differences were detected between the abilities of the
exoR mutant and its wild-type parent to induce root hair curling or to colonize the root surface by forming patches consisting of a single layer of bacterial cells. Interestingly, the exoS96
mutant, which does not overproduce succinoglycan to as great
an extent as an exoR mutant, was able to colonize curled root
hairs, but only with 10% of the efficiency of the wild-type
strain. Taken together, our characterizations of the exoR and
exoS mutants suggest that the synthesis of an inappropriately
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FIG. 4. Efficiency of nodule invasion by the wild-type strain, Rm1021, and
exo mutants. Sets of 24 plants were each inoculated with different strains and
scored on day 10 for the number of colonized curled root hairs (CRH) (A),
initiation of infection thread (IT) formation (B), and elongation of infection
threads (C). (A) The relative efficiency of colonization of the curled root hairs
was calculated by comparing the number of curled root hairs colonized by a
mutant per plant to that colonized by the wild-type strain. The wild-type strain is
considered 100% efficient in colonizing curled root hairs. (B) The efficiency of
initiation of infection thread formation is the percentage of curled root hairs
colonized by a given strain that initiate infection thread formation. (C) The
efficiency of infection thread elongation is the percentage of curled root hairs
colonized by a given strain that develop extended infection threads.
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high level of succinoglycan interferes specifically with colonization of curled root hairs. The curled root hairs colonized by
the exoS96 mutant form extended infection threads as efficiently as those colonized by the wild-type strain, suggesting
either that elongation of infection threads inside root hairs is
not particularly sensitive to the level of succinoglycan production or that the exoS mutant produces normal levels of succinoglycan inside the colonized curled root hairs.
The infection thread is a structure composed of plant material, although the rhizobia may contribute to the matrix material found inside infection threads (26) so that succinoglycan
appears to be acting by modulating plant processes necessary
for infection thread initiation and extension. It is interesting
that plant mutants have been isolated that are defective in the
formation of infection threads (10). Mutants that are unable to
support bacterial invasion have been isolated from Medicago
truncatula (35), which is one of R. meliloti’s natural hosts. Five
nodulation-defective mutants have been isolated from white
sweet clover (Melilotus alba Desr.) (47), which can also be
nodulated by R. meliloti Rm1021. Three of the five mutants can
form curled root hairs in response to the presence of the Nod
factor but cannot form infection threads, indicating that they
have defects in plant genes required for this process (47). A
mutant of pea (Pisum sativum L.) with a defect specifically in
the development of infection threads has also been isolated
(44). In addition to these plant mutants, many plant genes that
are expressed in response to bacterial invasion have been isolated from alfalfa (Medicago sativa) (31), from M. truncatula
(17), and from pea (18, 24, 45). Some of them have been shown
to be involved in Nod factor perception and infection thread
development in the root hairs (24) and nodule epidermis (18).
Taken together, these observations indicate that there are
plant gene products involved in the elongation of infection
threads inside the root hairs.
The results that we have reported in this paper lay the
groundwork for further investigations into the means by which
succinoglycan modulates plant processes so that nodule invasion can occur and into the particular molecular forms of
succinoglycan that are necessary for its symbiotic roles.
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